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Our Future of Britain project seeks to reinvigorate progressive politics to meet the challenges the country faces
in the decades ahead. Our experts and thought leaders are setting out a bold, optimistic policy agenda across
six pillars: Prosperity, Transformative Technology, Net Zero, Community, Public Services and Britain in the
World.

This paper outlines a new policy agenda for the restoring of a better functioning and strategic partnership
between the United Kingdom and European Union.

BBrrexit, in its currexit, in its currenent form, is not workingt form, is not working. A. Anny By British governmenritish government, prt, presenesent or futurt or future, will need toe, will need to
conconfrfronont post-Bt post-Brrexit challenges.exit challenges.

In its current form, the post-Brexit relationship with the EU is not working. Practical and structural
problems with the agreements negotiated by Boris Johnson’s government – not only the Northern
Ireland Protocol, but also the Trade and Cooperation Agreement (TCA) – mean that any present or
future British government will come under pressure both from the business community and public to
confront these challenges and fix them.

At the same time, the British public’s views are beginning to shift. According to recent polling by the
Tony Blair Institute, a substantial majority of Britons, including Leave voters, think the post-Brexit
relationship with the EU is functioning badly while nearly two-thirds are in favour of the UK forging
closer future ties with the EU. As a consequence, the UK’s political leaders can no longer hide from
Brexit – they need to openly acknowledge its consequences and set out a plan to fix them.

WWe need a new debate about how to fix Be need a new debate about how to fix Brrexit.exit.

These may not be tectonic shifts in the Brexit debate, but they reveal that the room for the ideology that
has dominated the debate since the 2016 referendum is dwindling. Instead, there is a growing political
space for pragmatism that can define new terms for the debate about the type of relationship with the
EU that would work better.

The terms of this new debate should start by recognising the following four facts:

• The current post-Brexit relationship with the EU is not sustainable. It is damaging the UK’s
economy, and causing instability in Northern Ireland and political friction with the EU.
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• The government must focus on finding ways to improve upon the current Brexit deal. However,
taking the UK back into the European single market just yet – without clear majority support for
this – would divide the British public further.

• Entirely frictionless trade, in this type of relationship, is not possible, but there are improvements
that can be achieved through carefully negotiated arrangements and sensible domestic-policy
choices to substantially reduce friction.

• It is in the interests of both the UK and EU to recognise, particularly with the Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine in mind, that there are strong shared interests and values, and therefore a new and better
relationship is in our mutual interest.

IImprmproving the curroving the currenent rt relationship with the EU relationship with the EU requirequires a cares a carefully calibrated policy plan.efully calibrated policy plan.

What any present or future British government needs, therefore, is a considered plan on how to
approach the task at hand and what the UK can offer to the EU to get a better deal.

Our proposal is a sequenced package of solutions that begins with the UK investing substantive political
capital into repairing trust with Brussels and other EU capitals; then developing a clear and coherent
internal policy and strategy on Europe; and culminating in efforts to revisit aspects of the post-Brexit
agreements that are not functioning well or are not in the UK’s interests.

The first task is to fix the trust deficit in the currfix the trust deficit in the currenent rt relationship with the EUelationship with the EU and restore mutual
confidence. This can include:

• RRapidly agrapidly agreeing a packeeing a package of conage of confidence-building measurfidence-building measures with the EUes with the EU, focused on tackling the
practical problems facing citizens and businesses on both sides of the Channel.

• SSorting out the Norting out the Northern Iorthern Irreland Peland Prrotocolotocol, based on a UK-wide regulatory agreement on food and
animal-health standards as well as a more enhanced role for Northern Ireland’s elected
representatives.

• CCommitting to high standarommitting to high standards on food, labour and the ends on food, labour and the envirvironmenonment thrt through domestic legislation,ough domestic legislation,
offering reassurances to the EU that the UK does not intend radically to deregulate its economy
while unlocking the negotiating space for more lasting improvements to the post-Brexit Trade and
Cooperation Agreement (TCA).

The second task is to develop a clear and coherdevelop a clear and coherenent domestic Et domestic Eururope strategyope strategy – essentially, a new modus
operandi for engaging with the EU, its institutions and its regulatory and legislative system. This can
include:

• CCrreating a domestic reating a domestic regulatoregulatory strategy to engage with the EU and enable UK ministers to aligny strategy to engage with the EU and enable UK ministers to align
with EU rules on a volunwith EU rules on a voluntartary basis.y basis.

• DDeveloping a new diplomatic strategy that treveloping a new diplomatic strategy that treats the EU as a strategic partner and allyeats the EU as a strategic partner and ally..
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As part of the final task, the future government should rrevisit the Tevisit the TCA using the prCA using the pre-agre-agreed reed revieweview
prprocessocess, which will automatically begin in 2025. This can include:

• FFormally consulting UK businesses on post-Bormally consulting UK businesses on post-Brrexit arrangemenexit arrangements to develop policyts to develop policy..

• DDeepening existing arrangemeneepening existing arrangements to rts to reduce trade barriers in goods, sereduce trade barriers in goods, services, mobility and digitalvices, mobility and digital
tradetrade.

• DDeveloping a new security partnership to advance cooperation on laeveloping a new security partnership to advance cooperation on law enw enforforcemencement, criminalt, criminal
justice and wider issues,justice and wider issues, such as tackling illegal migration.

• BBuilding a new strategic pillar within the Tuilding a new strategic pillar within the TCA to advance cooperation in arCA to advance cooperation in areas of shareas of shared ined interterestest,
such as foreign policy, external security and defence, and issues of cross-border regulation in
technology and financial services.

Any UK government will have to confront the unresolved questions of Brexit whether it likes or it not.
Only a government that is prepared for this task with a plan in hand will succeed in finding a new steady
footing with the EU.

It is in the interest of the country that the current government should strive for a healthier relationship
with the EU. But putting in place such a plan might ultimately be the task of a future Labour
government.
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FFigurigure 1 – Te 1 – The summarhe summary of our ry of our recommended apprecommended approach for Foach for Fixing Bixing Brrexitexit

TTasksasks PPrioritiesriorities

Restore trust with the EU • Rapidly agree a package of confidence-
building measures with the EU.

• Sort out the Northern Ireland Protocol.

• Commit to high standards on food, labour
and the environment through domestic
legislation.

Develop a new domestic Europe strategy • Create a domestic regulatory strategy to
engage with the EU and enable UK ministers
to align on a voluntary basis.

• Develop a diplomatic strategy treating the
EU as a strategic partner and ally.

Revisit the post-Brexit Trade and Cooperation
Agreement (TCA)

• Develop policy by formally consulting UK
business on post-Brexit arrangements.

• Deepen the existing arrangements to reduce
trade barriers.

• Develop a new security partnership to
advance cooperation on law enforcement,
criminal justice and wider issues.

• Build a strategic pillar to advance
cooperation in areas of shared interest.
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Brexit: An Unfinished Project

After years of intense political disagreements, Brexit is now “done” at least in one sense. In January
2020, the UK left the EU, its political and economic institutions, and its decision-making structures.
The country no longer adopts European rules, has a seat at the table in Brussels where 27 states make
common decisions or plays an active role in shaping the European project. This is the undeniable practical
and legal reality for the country today.

Yet, while the UK has officially left the EU, Brexit remains unfinished in other ways. First, it is
increasingly clear that Brexit, in the form negotiated by Boris Johnson’s government, is not working.
New barriers are visibly damaging trade with the UK’s closest economic partner, the complex
arrangement to maintain Northern Ireland’s unique circumstances remains contentious and political
relations with Europe’s leaders and institutions continue to be based on mistrust and mutual
misunderstanding. A recent poll conducted on behalf of the Tony Blair Institute shows that a substantial
majority (59 per cent) of the British public, including more than a third of Leave voters, think that Brexit

has worsened the UK’s economy. 1 When asked about whether they considered Brexit to be “done”,
most of the public did not, including, significantly, a third of former Leave voters. This suggests the public
is now understanding the consequences of Brexit more clearly than before.

Second, while the process of leaving the EU may be complete, the new post-Brexit relationship is not
yet set in stone. It is true that under the Johnson government, the UK left the EU with a negotiated
Withdrawal Agreement that included an arrangement – the Northern Ireland protocol – to avoid a hard
border on the island of Ireland as well as the new TCA, which governs post-Brexit trade with the EU. Yet
it is becoming evident that these agreements fail to provide a stable basis for the UK’s long-term
relations with the EU. The Northern Ireland Protocol avoids a hard Irish border, but continues to divide
communities in Northern Ireland. If the protocol is to last, members of the Northern Irish Assembly will
need to continuously approve the arrangement every four to eight years. Similarly, the TCA is subject to
a review every five years and so could be revisited in the future.

Even in the absence of public interest in the issue, these automatic procedures will put the question of
the UK’s post-Brexit relations with the EU back on the political agenda, in turn prompting a debate
about the extent to which the UK should seek to revisit the agreements negotiated back in 2019 and
2020.
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A New Debate about Britain’s Future Relationship with the EU

In debating the questions that Brexit has opened up but not yet resolved, there is an understandable
temptation on both sides of the political spectrum to slip into well-established narratives. Should the UK
rejoin the EU or stay outside the union? Should it stay inside the single market or out? Should it accept
the rules over which it has no say in return for lower business costs or defend the purist idea of
“sovereignty” above all else?

The British public does not have definitive views in response to these questions. While the latest Brexit
polls suggest dwindling support for staying outside the EU, including one that shows 57 per cent of

people would vote to join the EU, 2 a more nuanced picture emerges when the public is asked to choose
between a wider range of options. In a recent survey of public attitudes towards Brexit commissioned by
the Institute, we found that more than two-thirds of voters think the UK should be in a closer
relationship with the EU over the medium term. Only a third are currently in favour of going back into

the EU or single market. 3

What emerges is a picture in which the clear majority of voters acknowledge both the extensive and
negative consequences of Brexit while supporting a closer relationship with the EU. However, this still
falls short of majority support for either rejoining the EU or single market. So just as we must accept
that Brexit is the reality, we must also accept that the parameters of the public debate on the UK’s post-
Brexit relationship with the EU needs to change.

In which case, what should the new parameters be?

The debate must start by recognising two undeniable facts: first, the decision to leave the EU has had
significant costs for the UK economy. Second, forging a more functional relationship with the EU should
be an objective of the UK government because not only is it in the interests of the country but also it is
supported by the majority of the public. This means the debate should move on to what this new
relationship with the EU could look like; in which areas of cooperation the public supports closer ties with
the EU; and what the most viable political path to getting to a better relationship could be.

Who Leads the New Debate About Europe?

Faced with this new reality, the task for the UK’s political leaders becomes twofold: to fix the problems
that Brexit is causing for citizens and businesses, and to restore a more balanced and better functioning
relationship with the EU.

Who is best placed to deliver on this task? Our polling data has suggested that the 2019 intake of
Conservatives have little political room for manoeuvre when it comes to radically diverging from the type
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of Brexit policy they have pursued to date because the preferences of their voters closely mirror those of
2016 Leave voters. However, a large majority of progressive voters and about a third of Leave voters
would be in favour of improving the existing relationship with the EU, offering an opportunity for parties
in Britain’s political centre ground to call for a different approach to rebuilding the relationship with the
EU.

Ultimately, it will be up to moderates in the centre ground to offer a viable plan both for managing the
practical consequences of remaining outside the EU – from addressing trade barriers to settling the
dispute over Northern Ireland – and working with the EU to find a more balanced relationship that works
for both parties. Theirs will be the job of finding a new place for Britain within Europe.

While the objective of this paper is to make the case for why a more balanced post-Brexit relationship
with the EU is both necessary and desirable, it is also to offer a policy agenda for those in the British
political centre ground who want an improved relationship with the EU, but currently lack a coherent
plan for striking better relations.

This paper is organised in two sections. In the next chapter, we assess the flaws of the current post-Brexit
arrangements and make a case for revisiting them. And then we set out what a different relationship
could look like and the choices it creates for a future British government.

9



In this chapter, we summarise the consequences of the post-Brexit arrangements on the three areas of
trade and economic cooperation, Northern Ireland and political cooperation, and outline the problems
that need to be addressed in the future.

We argue that Brexit cannot be fixed as it stands because there are three structural challenges
destabilising post-Brexit relations with the EU.

• An unbalanced and shallow trade agreement that is failing to address the UK’s economic interests.

• An unstable arrangement for Northern Ireland that is contributing to political instability in the
region.

• An uneasy political relationship with the EU that is preventing constructive cooperation with the
union of 27 states in areas of shared interest.

Trade and Economic Relationship

Having left the single market and customs union, the UK’s post-Brexit trading relationship with the EU
is now governed by the TCA, which came into effect in January 2021, having been negotiated by the
Johnson government.

WWherhere Ae Arre We We Ne Nowow??

This agreement sets up a framework for dealing with post-Brexit trade issues and other areas of
cooperation. It is a “zero-tariff-zero-quota” agreement that allows for goods to be traded between
Britain and the EU without tariffs, but it does little to help businesses with the non-tariff barriers they
face when trading goods and services. Businesses now must comply with the EU’s regulatory
requirements and customs rules. In some cases, they need to pay a tariff due to the rules-of-origin
requirements on exports. Access to the EU’s services market is now severely restricted for UK firms,
with most businesses having had to set up subsidiaries in the EU to continue trading.

The decision to leave the single market appears to have had a significant, adverse impact on economic
output, investment, trade and labour markets. The UK’s Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR)

estimates that trade intensity will be 15 per cent lower in the long run than had we remained in the EU. 4

This is consistent with other estimates, such as analysis by the Centre for European Reform, which
claims the UK’s GDP is about 5.2 per cent lower, investment 13.7 per cent lower and goods trade 13.6

What Needs to Be Fixed
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per cent lower compared with a “doppelgänger UK”, derived from the performance of similar countries. 5

Another recent study by Janez Kren and Martina Lawless, published in October 2022, found that Brexit
has reduced trade in both directions, with EU exports falling by 20 per cent and imports by 15 per cent

compared with a no-Brexit scenario. 6

Emerging empirical evidence broadly corroborates these estimates, as the new post-Brexit arrangements
have had a considerable impact on the UK’s overall trade performance.

Trade in goods with the EU fell significantly directly after the Brexit-transition period ended, with UK
imports from the EU dropping by approximately 25 per cent more than UK imports from the rest of the

world, which persisted throughout 2021. 7 The TCA had a greater effect on imports than exports in 2021.
Trade flows have now largely recovered to pre-Brexit levels, as shown below. However, the fuller picture
is yet to emerge because the UK government has delayed the introduction of most custom checks on
EU imports, meaning the full scale of trade barriers and costs is yet to be seen. In the meantime, this has
also put UK businesses at a competitive disadvantage compared with EU ones.

FFigurigure 2 – Te 2 – Trade in goods between the UK and EU was hit sharply by new trading arrangemenrade in goods between the UK and EU was hit sharply by new trading arrangements, butts, but
has larhas largely rgely recoverecovered to pred to pre-Be-Brrexit levelsexit levels
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Source: TBI analysis of ONS data (Note: Goods exports from, and imports to, the UK, indexed 2016 Q1 = 100)

Looking beneath the headline figures, the relative stability in UK exports to the EU masks a steep decline
in the number of trading relationships, particularly among smaller UK businesses. Recent evidence shows
the new arrangements have led to an extraordinary fall of approximately 30 per cent in the number of
export relationships with the EU relative to non-EU countries, and a smaller drop in the relative number

of import relationships. 8 The decline in export relationships appears to be driven by the exit of low-value
relationships from trade. As the new arrangements have increased the fixed costs of exporting to the EU,
this has caused smaller exporters to leave EU markets, without severely hampering the exports of large
firms.

Similar to the goods trade, imports of services from the EU were hit by both Brexit and the Covid-19
pandemic, but they bounced back in the first half of 2021. Nevertheless, EU imports of services are
approximately 35 per cent lower than non-EU imports, despite both having closely mirrored each other
during the past five years, as Figure 3 shows. The fact that these EU imports have not recovered after
Brexit suggests significant and lasting impacts of the new trading arrangements on the UK’s trade
performance.

12



FFigurigure 3 – Te 3 – The UK’s imports of serhe UK’s imports of services frvices from the EU have been badly hit by Bom the EU have been badly hit by Brrexit although exports ofexit although exports of
the same rthe same remain bremain broadly constanoadly constantt

Source: TBI analysis of ONS data (Note: EU and non-EU services exports and imports, indexed 2016 Q1 = 100)

What is clear from the evidence is that the UK economy has become less open since Brexit, as shown in
Figure 4. Trade openness, measured as the ratio of trade relative to GDP, has fallen by 8 percentage
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points between 2019 and 2021. While the pandemic affected trade intensity across most advanced
economies, the UK’s drop is at least 3 percentage point lower than other comparable countries,
suggesting that Brexit could be one of the main drivers.

FFigurigure 4 – Te 4 – The UK’s trade openness has fallen morhe UK’s trade openness has fallen more than has been seen in other comparablee than has been seen in other comparable
economies, 2016 to 2018 compareconomies, 2016 to 2018 compared with 2019 to 20ed with 2019 to 202121

Source: TBI analysis of OECD data (Note. Percentage point changes in trade-to-GDP ratio. Data for the US only available until
2020)

Furthermore, the costs to business are set to continue increasing. As the UK government implements
the full scale of post-Brexit border checks, businesses will face new adjustment costs from adapting to
the new arrangements. Additional costs will arise over time as the UK gradually diverges further from
default EU-inherited regulations, which for now means a degree of consistency for many businesses.
Ultimately, however, the extent to which these new barriers lead to higher, permanent costs will depend
on the future regulatory policies the UK government makes.

Overall, the economic hit from leaving the single market has, at least in the short term, made the UK
less prosperous and competitive. It appears that smaller and medium-sized businesses have been hit
particularly badly by the new arrangements. This emerging evidence is consistent with projections of the
economic impacts of Brexit made prior to the 2016 referendum, which estimated a reduction in trade of

between 10 and 20 per cent. 9
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WWhat Nhat Needs to Ceeds to Changehange??

If most of Brexit’s adverse economic impacts can be attributed to the decision to leave the single market
– which has unavoidably resulted in the creation of a new regulatory and customs barrier between the
EU and the UK – what changes can be made to the TCA? How much scope is there to improve the
agreement?

The first critique is that the TCA is a relatively comprehensive but substantively shallow trade
agreement, falling short of the levels of market access provided by other similar agreements, including
some signed by the EU in recent years. For trade in goods, the TCA contains thin provisions on technical
standards and agri-food regulations (typically referred to as “sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS)
measures”), and does not provide mutual recognition of conformity assessment or equivalence of SPS
regulations, both of which the EU has agreed with other third countries, but not with the UK. On
services, the TCA does little to provide provisions on the mutual recognition of professional qualifications
and regulatory provisions for trade in financial services, or limited arrangements to facilitate the mobility
of professionals in the services sector. At least in theory, there is further scope for deepening the agreed
arrangements, even within the framework of a preferential trade agreement.

The second critique is that the TCA is essentially an unbalanced agreement. Most fundamentally, it
favours the EU’s surplus in goods with the UK but does little to help with the UK’s surplus in services. It
is true that free-trade agreements typically offer little coverage on services, but the TCA is specifically
very shallow here and does little to help British services firms exporting to the EU. On a more practical
level, there has been asymmetry in the way the UK and EU governments have applied the provisions of
the TCA, with businesses claiming that different interpretations of the new arrangements among EU
states have caused them practical problems, creating instability in the trading relationship between the
two. Meanwhile, the British authorities have to date mostly delayed the implementation of the full scale
of border requirements necessary under this agreement.

Both this shallowness and asymmetry is the consequence of the Johnson government’s approach to
negotiating Brexit. The objective had been to get any agreement before the end of the transition period
in 2020 – as long as it secured the UK’s defensive asks, namely no future alignment with EU rules and
no role for EU institutions, particularly the continuing role for the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU).
This was an active policy choice, taken in full knowledge of the consequences this would have on the UK’s
ability to secure concessions in those areas in which the UK had “offensive” asks, such as easier
regulatory requirements on goods and greater market access for services.

The result is an agreement that was better than leaving with nothing, but one which has qualitatively
proved a poor deal from the perspective of facilitating deep integration that many UK and EU businesses
have in each other’s markets. Furthermore, it is an agreement that may have secured the UK’s defensive
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interest in preserving “sovereignty”, but one that has done so at the price of sacrificing most of its the
offensive asks.

The upshot is there are opportunities to improve trade-related aspects of the TCA – not only in
functional terms, but also to address some of the more structural deficiencies in the agreement. On the
whole, this could make the agreement more ambitious and reduce some of the barriers that departure
from the single market and customs union has entailed. What it will not do, however, is provide
frictionless access to the single market. As long as the UK remains outside the single market and the
customs union, businesses will experience some costs and not even the most ambitious preferential trade
agreement can change this reality.

Northern Ireland

The second set of challenges that any future government will inherit relates to the post-Brexit situation
in Northern Ireland.

WWherhere Ae Arre We We Ne Nowow??

The Northern Ireland Protocol, part of the Withdrawal Agreement, governs how Northern Ireland trades
with the EU and Great Britain after Brexit. The protocol prevents any checks or controls on goods
moving across the island of Ireland, and Northern Ireland continues to comply with the EU’s single-
market rules on goods and customs. Because the rest of the UK has left the single market and customs
union, this has created a new barrier between Northern Ireland and Great Britain, meaning that goods
coming into the former from the latter must be checked or have paperwork to show they comply with
EU regulations.

Ever since the protocol was agreed in October 2019, there have been disagreements with the EU about
how to implement the agreed arrangements. Over time, these different interpretations of the protocol
have morphed into a deeper dispute between the UK government and the EU about whether the
protocol should be renegotiated and, if so, how. The UK is currently bringing forward legislation to

override large parts of the protocol unilaterally if the EU refuses to renegotiate it. 10

WWhat Nhat Needs to Ceeds to Changehange??

There are two types of problems, operational and structural, with the protocol. On the operational side,
the problem is that for businesses moving goods from Great Britain to Northern Ireland, trade within the
UK has become more costly and administratively burdensome. This affects UK businesses in particular
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that are operating in Northern Ireland but not in Ireland. So the question is whether some of those
barriers can be minimised to ensure that businesses face lighter checks and controls.

The structural challenges with the protocol relate to two issues. The first is connected to concerns over
the “democratic deficit”’ of the protocol, with Northern Ireland continuing to adopt a significant body of

EU laws on which it has neither democratic representation nor voting rights. 11 This problem has been
recognised by cross-party parliamentarians in Northern Ireland as well as in Westminster.

The second structural problem is political – the fact the protocol has become a dividing issue in Northern
Irish politics. The unionist community, particularly the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), did not
support the protocol when it was agreed and argues that it threatens the territorial integrity of the UK,
the 1998 Belfast (Good Friday) Agreement (GFA) and the principle that decisions should be taken on a
cross-community basis. This is in direct contrast to nationalist and some non-aligned parties that support
the protocol and say it upholds the GFA by ensuring an open border between Northern Ireland and
Ireland. The protocol has become the reason the DUP refused to enter the power-sharing arrangements

that are central to governing Northern Ireland. 12

However, even when the current crisis is settled, the challenge is that the consent mechanism requires a
majority in the Northern Ireland Assembly to approve de-facto continuing membership of the single
market for goods, which risks creating a point of friction every time Northern Irish parliamentarians are
asked to vote on the protocol. Unless a more stable way for the operation of the protocol is found, this
will mean new political challenges every time a decision relating to it is brought before politicians in
Northern Ireland.

The consequences of this uncertainty and instability are that, even though the protocol offers unique
economic and investment opportunities from dual-market access, it will be difficult to realise these
benefits. There is some evidence that the protocol has been economically advantageous for Northern
Ireland’s firms and consumers. In 2021, Northern Ireland’s economy outperformed other parts of the
UK, which may be a result of closer trading arrangements with the single market as well as labour

mobility. 13 But to fully realise the full benefits, businesses need to know the protocol provides a stable
and predictable basis under which trade and investment decisions can be made.

Therefore, until the practical and political consequences that flow from the protocol are addressed
through a pragmatic approach, there is a risk the agreement will continue to be a sore point, not only in
the relations with the EU but also in Northern Irish politics and society. A future government will need
to address this set of challenges.
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Political Relationship

WWherhere Ae Arre We We Ne Nowow??

Partly as a result of the acrimonious withdrawal process and partly because of the ongoing tensions over
the Northern Ireland Protocol, the post-Brexit political relationship with the EU has been characterised
by mistrust and a lack of cooperation. The UK has accused the other side of intransigence in dealing with
the problems of Northern Ireland; the EU, on the other hand, has been distrustful about the UK not
following through on the commitments agreed in the Withdrawal Agreement. Additionally, it has been
suspicious about efforts to remove EU-inherited laws from UK law and concerned about the risks of this
putting EU firms at a disadvantage when trading with the UK.

This atmosphere of suspicion has hindered cooperation on positive agendas, that is areas in which the two
sides have strong shared interests. For example, it is preventing the EU from agreeing the UK’s accession
to the EU’s research and science programmes. This is spiralling into further problems, demonstrated by
the UK government launching the dispute procedure, provided for within the TCA, to sue the EU over

what it sees as a political decision. 14 Similar problems exist in financial services where the political
tensions have hindered efforts to agree and sign a memorandum of understanding to facilitate ongoing

cooperation in the regulation of financial services. 15 This has bled into cooperation on everyday
operational issues, with reports that UK and EU officials are unable to meet at working level as a result of
the ongoing political difficulties.

WWhat Nhat Needs to Ceeds to Changehange??

Both sides need a change in attitudes towards their relationship in order to pave the way for cooperation
on positive agendas. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the most important political development since Brexit,
has shown that the UK and EU can cooperate effectively when confronted with a shared threat. The two
sides have worked together on coordinating military and humanitarian aid to Ukraine, sanctioning Russia
and advancing defence cooperation, with the UK formally joining parts of the EU’s military-mobility

programme. 16 The war in Ukraine has shown not only how necessary it is for the two sides to cooperate
effectively after Brexit but also how much can be achieved by working together on issues of shared
interest.

Extending this constructive approach requires solving ongoing political tensions, particularly over the
Northern Ireland Protocol, and a significant change in political attitudes towards the post-Brexit political
relationship.

Another factor hindering cooperation is the lack of formal mechanisms that would facilitate more active
cooperation and regular policy dialogue on issues of shared interest, such as foreign policy, defence or
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cross-border regulation. Despite all the difficulties between them, the UK and EU are close allies and
strategic partners in a global arena. As geopolitical competition increases, finding more structured forms
of cooperation will become ever more important to meeting common objectives.

Yet the TCA lacks a strategic forum or an instrument for the political-level dialogue that would allow
leaders and officials on both sides to meet regularly and advance shared agendas proactively. Although
the TCA includes an elaborate institutional structure of more than 20 specialised committees and
working groups, these mechanisms are limited to the “problem-solving” of issues that occur within the
agreement itself. There is little scope for discussing issues beyond the issues covered under the TCA.
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Any present or future British government that is serious about addressing the consequences of Brexit
and finding a more balanced relationship with the EU will face three tasks.

First, the government will have to focus on reviving trust between UK and EU institutions and member
states. Restoring trust, which has been severely damaged after six years of acrimony, is a necessary
condition to improving the overall direction of the political relationship. The second task will be to
develop a new domestic approach to European policy. The third task involves revisiting the post-Brexit
TCA, negotiated by the Johnson government, using the built-in review process that will automatically
begin in 2025, five years after the TCA came into effect.

Task One: Restore Trust With the EU

The most immediate task facing the future UK government will be to fix the “trust deficit” in the current
relationship. Restoring trust is a necessary condition not only to establish better functioning relations but
also to build the necessary political will to improve aspects of the current agreement. In the absence of
serious opening efforts to regain trust, any negotiating asks by the future government will have a
credibility problem, hindering opportunities to pursue practical improvements in the way the post-Brexit
relationship is working.

Fixing the deficit should involve three core objectives. First, it is necessary for the UK to rapidly seek an
agreed package of confidence-building measures that will demonstrate the UK government’s change in
attitude towards the relationship. Second, the government should focus on resolving practical problems
associated with the operation of the Northern Ireland Protocol and find an arrangement that puts it on a
more stable and durable footing. Finally, there must be assurances to the other side on the future
direction of the UK’s regulatory model.

Taken together, these objectives should form the three elements of the trust package that the future
government offers to the EU.

1. R1. Rapidly Agrapidly Agree a Pee a Packackage of Cage of Cononfidence-Bfidence-Building Muilding Measureasureses

As soon as it begins its term, the future UK government should enter into negotiations on a package of
practical solutions that would alleviate some of the immediate impacts of Brexit on both UK and EU
citizens and businesses.

A Path to a New Partnership With the
European Union
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The purpose of these confidence-building steps would be to develop a new atmosphere of trust in the
relationship, signalling to the EU that the new UK government takes a different – and more constructive
– approach to European questions that could improve post-Brexit relations between them. This package
should be practical and focused on delivering concrete outcomes and may include, for example:

OOn the movemenn the movement of individuals and prt of individuals and professionalsofessionals

• SSimplification of enimplification of entrtry ry requirequiremenements for individuals.ts for individuals. As new border systems are being rolled out
across the EU in 2023, all British travellers will be subject to the European Travel Information and
Authorisation System (ETIAS) and the Entry/Exit System (EES), which require advance travel
authorisation and payment of a fee to enter an EU country. In addition to the impact on individuals,
this is likely to cause sustained delays and disruption because the time taken to carry out new
additional checks will considerably slow down the flow of UK vehicles and passengers from and to
the UK. While the UK is highly unlikely to be exempted from these new systems, the government
should seek to simplify the application of specific requirements where possible, agree robust
safeguards and an appeals procedure.

• SSimplification of visa primplification of visa processes for individuals.ocesses for individuals. The EU currently treats British citizens in line with
the provisions of the Schengen Borders Code for third-country nationals. The UK should request
enhanced, reciprocal, short-term visits with visa-free arrangements.

• SSimplification of business-travel rimplification of business-travel requirequiremenements for the crts for the creative sectors.eative sectors. Under the TCA, business
travel is subject to both restrictions and exemptions, meaning that some subsectors of professionals,
such as musicians, no longer have guaranteed visa and permit-free work travel across the EU. The
UK should negotiate a reciprocal visa-waiver agreement to cover creative professionals.

• YYouth mobilityouth mobility.. As the TCA lacks any notable mobility arrangements for youth, the UK should
propose a bespoke, reciprocal youth-mobility scheme with the EU to give young people the
temporary benefits of living in each other’s countries.

OOn trade and economic cooperationn trade and economic cooperation

• EEnhanced arrangemennhanced arrangements for SPS measurts for SPS measures and governance as part of the Nes and governance as part of the Northern Iorthern Irrelandeland
PPrrotocol.otocol. Also, see section below.

• AAn agrn agreemeneement on Vt on VAAT cooperation.T cooperation. Requirements for VAT levied on imports are one of the biggest
barriers to trade between Great Britain and the EU under the new trading arrangements. The TCA
contained only limited references to VAT on future cooperation and information-sharing in certain
circumstances. The UK should seek a VAT-facilitation agreement that would limit some of the
requirements for businesses and give them more flexibility.

• EEnhanced cooperation on electricity-trading arrangemennhanced cooperation on electricity-trading arrangements.ts. The UK and EU should work together
to develop concrete solutions on more efficient electricity-trading arrangements, as provided for in
the TCA.

• AAccess to the Hccess to the Horizon Eorizon Eururope rope researesearch prch programme.ogramme. The UK should work to be associated with
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Horizon Europe in return for ongoing financial contributions to the research programme.

OOn political and institutional cooperationn political and institutional cooperation

• EEnhanced defence cooperation on the developmennhanced defence cooperation on the development of capabilities, including with the Et of capabilities, including with the Eururopeanopean
DDefence Agency (EDefence Agency (EDAA).). The UK should offer to develop closer cooperation with EU defence
programmes including through the EDA and European Defence Fund.

• RRevived engagemenevived engagement with EU institutions.t with EU institutions. UK political leaders need to empower their officials to
rebuild constructive engagement with and among their counterparts. There are a few successful
examples of how the UK has worked with EU institutions since Brexit, for example, on the
coordination of sanctions against Russia. However, this cooperation has been severely hindered,
with officials sometimes barred from formal information exchange. Empowering officials to rebuild
contact and to exchange information will be key to maintaining productive political-level
engagement.

This non-comprehensive list aims to provide an indication of the types of measure that could be used to
foster greater confidence in the mutual relationship.

2. S2. Sort Oort Out the Nut the Northern Iorthern Irreland Peland Prrotocolotocol

The second priority is developing joint solutions to the Northern Ireland Protocol, a part of the
Withdrawal Agreement that governs post-Brexit trade between Northern Ireland and the EU, and
between Great Britain and Northern Ireland. It will be up to the next government to show the necessary
political goodwill to fix the genuine problems the protocol presents to the people and businesses of
Northern Ireland.

We suggest there are three necessary steps to resolving most of the practical problems with the
protocol:

• A UKA UK-wide r-wide regulatoregulatory equivalence agry equivalence agreemeneement on sanitart on sanitary and phy and phytosanitarytosanitary (SPS) measury (SPS) measures.es. This
agreement would alleviate most of the checks and controls on products of animal origin moving into
Northern Ireland from Great Britain and, if it covered the whole of the UK, also barriers for GB-EU
trade. Depending on what criteria are used to determine regulatory equivalence and the conditions
attached to it, there are different options for this agreement. The EU has previously said that it
would require ongoing alignment to EU SPS regulations and appropriate safeguards, and
governance structures to agree to any regulatory equivalence of UK and EU laws for the purposes
of facilitating frictionless trade.

• EEnhanced governance to manage the risknhanced governance to manage the risk-based system between G-based system between Grreat Beat Britain and Nritain and Northernorthern
IIrreland.eland. Any lasting solution will require a mutually agreement system of safeguards and governance
structures that allow the EU to take an evidence-informed, risk-based view of movements of goods
and the associated risk. Within the system, there might be possibilities for withdrawal of equivalence
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as the risk level changes over time.

• AAn enhanced consultative rn enhanced consultative role for Nole for Northern Iorthern Irreland’s elected reland’s elected reprepresenesentatives in scrutinising EUtatives in scrutinising EU
lalaws that fall under the prws that fall under the protocol.otocol. There are opportunities to address the concerns over the
“democratic deficit” of the protocol by offering Northern Ireland’s governing bodies the
opportunity to be formally consulted on EU legislation that Northern Ireland is required to adopt
under the protocol.

Collectively, this set of solutions could obviate the need for checks and controls on most goods moving
from Great Britain to Northern Ireland, give elected Northern Irish representatives a greater say over
the EU laws that continue to apply to them and put the protocol on a more stable footing. However,
reaching a compromise like this depends on finding the necessary political will to confront the challenges
constructively. In turn, reaching an agreement on Northern Ireland would inject confidence back into
the political relationship with the EU and help kickstart cooperation in other areas.

3. C3. Commit to Hommit to High Sigh Standartandards on Fds on Food, Labourood, Labour, E, Ennvirvironmenonment Tt Thrhrough Dough Domestic Legislationomestic Legislation

An integral part of the trust-building strategy should be a clear commitment to maintaining high
regulatory standards on food safety, labour, social rights and the environment in the domestic sphere.

Throughout the Brexit negotiations, successive UK governments emphasised the need to deregulate the
economy and remove EU laws from the country’s statute book. This has resulted in the EU having
serious concerns about the UK pursuing an aggressive deregulation agenda that would put EU firms at a
disadvantage in the future. To prevent this, the EU had pushed for provisions within the TCA that seek to
maintain a level-playing field in trade and investment between the UK and the EU.

A commitment to high standards through the introduction of UK laws would be an important signal to
the EU about the future direction of the UK’s regulatory model. This is a necessary step to unlocking
constructive negotiations that could lead to more beneficial trade arrangements. The refusal of the
Conservative government to commit to clear regulatory standards has consistently undermined the UK’s
negotiating objectives with the EU in areas such as SPS measures. It will be possible for the UK
government to establish a better trade relationship, but it must first commit to maintaining high
regulatory standards through domestic law. There should not be any lowering of labour laws or
environmental standards, with the levels of protection maintained as equivalent to the EU.

This commitment is important not only for closer economic relations with the EU but also because high

domestic standards are in the UK’s interests. As our recent polling shows, 17 there is no strong public
support for deregulation that would take the UK away from high standards in the future. The British
public overwhelmingly supports high standards on food, labour, social rights and the environment, even if
the cost is that major trade agreements can’t be struck. This suggests any deregulation agenda that
reduces current protections will have extraordinarily low levels of public support.
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Task Two: Develop a New Domestic Europe Strategy

The UK’s future relationship with the EU depends not only on what the future government might agree
with the EU, but also the choices it makes at home.

Post-Brexit, there has been a tendency within the UK government to treat Europe as any other
international partner. But this is a mistake. As a result of its geographical proximity and strategic
significance, Europe matters to the UK in ways that other countries do not. The failure to engage
constructively with the EU, and its decisions and policy processes risks British interests being
undermined. Therefore, the UK needs a clear strategy on how it engages with the EU, including how it
responds to the union domestically.

Aside from restoring trust and revisiting the TCA, the final task for a future government is to develop a
new clear and coherent European policy that can guide the choices the British government makes on
Europe. For this, it is necessary for the UK to actively monitor EU legislative and regulatory
development that may impact it; to have a strategy for responding to those developments (for example,
by legislating to keep pace with EU regulations where appropriate); and to have the ability to engage
effectively with EU institutions and member states on issues having an impact on the UK.

4. D4. Develop a Develop a Domestic Romestic Regulatoregulatory Sy Strategy to Etrategy to Engage Wngage With the EU and Eith the EU and Enable UK Mnable UK Ministers to Ainisters to Align onlign on
a Va Volunoluntartary By Basisasis

The first element of a successful European policy is clarity on how to respond to current and future
regulatory and legislative changes by the EU.

Although the UK is mostly under no obligation to follow future EU rules, it is a mistake to think that
they and the direction in which the union’s regulatory model will evolve will have no bearing on the UK.
EU rules will continue to shape the UK directly, particularly through the Northern Ireland Protocol as
well as the extraterritorial indirect impacts of business incentives and choices.

Any attempts by the UK government to move its laws entirely away from the EU’s and its regulatory
frameworks – as the current government is proposing – are eventually bound to fail. Parts of the UK,
such as Scotland, will continue to adopt some EU rules; UK regulators will keep on considering the
activities of their European counterparts; UK courts are likely to informally consult on similar decisions
taken by their European counterparts; and UK businesses will have to comply with relevant EU standards
to continue trading in the single market. The UK needs to recognise the reality in which EU rules will
continue to affect the UK after Brexit. Rather than denying this, it should proactively engage with the
regulatory changes of the EU.
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As we showed in our previous paper on post-Brexit regulation, published in June 2021, 18 the UK
government should develop a clear strategy for engaging with future regulatory changes by the EU. It
should decide from the outset whether it will choose to voluntarily follow specific areas of EU law in
order to prevent future friction. If it does, it should be open about its choice and make it clear to relevant
industries and devolved administrations. This would give businesses greater certainty about the regulatory
environment, reinforce the government’s commitment to minimising differences with Northern Ireland
and give a clearer direction to UK diplomats in Brussels, who have found it is much harder to influence
the EU from the outside than the inside.

With the decision on alignment a policy choice rather than a requirement, the future government should
legislate to allow UK ministers to align with EU law where appropriate. This would require legislating to
confer a “keeping pace”-type power on UK ministers, allowing them to create secondary legislation that
has the effect of keeping UK law aligned with the EU’s in some areas.

5. D5. Develop a Develop a Diplomatic Siplomatic Strategy Ttrategy Trreating the EU as a Seating the EU as a Strategic Ptrategic Partner and Aartner and Allylly

The final part to interacting effectively with the EU is to have a clear diplomatic strategy that allows the
UK to pursue its objectives and, where appropriate, to influence the EU from the outside. Engaging with
European institutions is a completely different job for a member state than it is for a third country, which
the UK became after Brexit. The UK is no longer able to rely on votes and vetoes to achieve its
objectives in Brussels. Nor are government ministers simply able to reach out to their European
counterparts to lobby them on matters internal to the EU.

Although the UK cannot compensate for the loss of influence within the EU, its effectiveness can be
improved by careful strategic planning and creativity on diplomacy. The UK government will have to shift
to a strategy of focusing on influencing EU member states to achieve its political objectives rather than
all EU institutions. The key will be to avoid a perception the UK is pursuing a “divide-and-rule” strategy
by avoiding EU institutions and seeking to influence member states. It will also be increasingly important
for the UK to work more actively with key players outside the EU – countries such as Norway and
Switzerland as well as private actors – which might share similar interests to the UK.

Task Three: Revisit the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement

The final task should be revisiting the TCA that was negotiated and agreed by the Johnson government
at the end of 2020.

As part of the TCA, the UK and EU have agreed to review the agreement every five years – the first due

in 2025. 19 The built-in review process is not unusual for international treaties, but the clause itself does
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not provide much clarity on what the review process involves in practice. It will be up to the two sides to
decide how expansive this process should be: there is a possibility it could be a largely technocratic
exercise reviewing the implementation of the agreement or, equally, it could be used politically as a
means to open new negotiations on aspects of the agreement. Whatever approach the two sides choose,
this automatic process offers the future UK government the opportunity to seek changes to the agreed
arrangements through a process the EU had already consented to, rather than to establish an entirely
new negotiating track.

To the extent that the future UK government wishes to make changes that make material difference to
the status quo, it should use the TCA review process not only to look at the implementation challenges
but also to be prepared to invest the political capital into revisiting parts of the agreement that are not
functioning well or need additional improvements.

It is worth noting that, in addition to the formal review process, the TCA allows for revisions to the
agreement in a number of specific areas, such as fisheries, and opens the possibility of future
negotiations on issues such as mutual recognition of professional qualifications, regulatory cooperation
for financial services and carbon pricing.

The objective of this section is not to offer a precise blueprint for the position that should be adopted by
the UK government going into this process but rather to outline what could be the desired outcomes. In
our view, there are three: reducing existing and future trade barriers for goods and services; deepening an
existing set of security arrangements that facilitates cooperation on security and criminal justice; and
agreeing a new set of arrangements that facilitates cooperation in areas of strategic interests between
the UK and EU.

6. D6. Develop Pevelop Policy by Folicy by Formally Cormally Consulting UK Bonsulting UK Businesses on Pusinesses on Post-Bost-Brrexit Aexit Arrangemenrrangementsts

The critical task – and opportunity – for the future UK government will be to take a business-friendly
approach to revising the present arrangements, one that involves consulting UK businesses on the
Brexit-related issues that affect them and need fixing. It is particularly surprising that, since the vote to
leave the EU, the Conservative governments have not asked businesses in a formal way – through
consultation – about their needs arising from any future UK-EU relationship.

It is essential the future government takes a radically different approach to engaging with business. Prior
to the TCA review process, we suggest the government launches a consultation on the operation of the
TCA to date and asks UK businesses about the challenges of operating in the post-Brexit trading
environment as well as their proposals for the improvements that government should seek through the
review process.
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7. D7. Deepen the Eeepen the Existing Axisting Arrangemenrrangements to Rts to Reduce Teduce Trade Brade Barriersarriers

The TCA introduces a whole new set of trade barriers. While some of them are the inevitable
consequences of the UK’s decision to leave the single market, others are the result of the threadbare
TCA in some areas. It is unavoidable that any option that falls short of single-market membership will
involve a degree of friction – with some costs and bureaucracy. Achieving frictionless trade without
participation in the same regulatory zone – the single market – is an impossible task.

However, there are opportunities to deepen existing arrangements. The UK and EU, as two advanced
and closely integrated economies, should not settle for a shallow trade deal and, instead, should aim to
develop the most advanced and sophisticated trade agreement fit for the needs of the modern economy
– one that is focused on eliminating non-tariff regulatory barriers for goods, opening up market access in
services and building a template of cooperation for other like-minded economies.

We suggest there are opportunities to revisit the TCA in the following five areas: trade in manufactured
goods, trade in agri-food products, market access for services, mobility and digital trade. Below are some
possible approaches in those areas.

TTrade in manufacturrade in manufactured goods to include voluned goods to include voluntartary alignmeny alignment and mutual rt and mutual recognition of conecognition of conformityformity
assessmenassessment.t.

Although the TCA provides for trade without tariffs as well as quotas on all imports between the UK and
EU, frictionless trade ended with the decision to leave the EU single market. Non-tariff barriers include
customs checks and procedures and the need to comply with different rules and regulatory measures.
However, while frictionless trade is not feasible outside the single market, there are opportunities to
reduce some of the non-tariff barriers that would facilitate easier trade and reduce costs for businesses
and consumers on both sides.

The feasibility of reducing these barriers depends not only on what can be negotiated with the EU, but
also on what the UK government does domestically. We suggest developing a set of arrangements based
on enhanced mutual recognition of conformity assessments that would cover some manufactured goods.
Under this arrangement, conformity assessments that UK producers must satisfy to sell their products
to the EU single market could be undertaken not only by EU bodies, but also by relevant UK bodies.
While this would not eliminate all friction for businesses selling products into the single market, it would
ease some of them as well as associated costs. This type of arrangement is not uncommon for countries
that fall under the EU’s Neighbourhood Policy, including Israel, but the EU had previously rejected this
ask during the TCA negotiations with the UK.

To achieve this, the UK has to be ready to make a clearer offer and this, in our view, should be making a
unilateral decision to align voluntarily with relevant EU product regulations. To determine which areas
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should be subject to this approach, the government should make an informed assessment on improved
market access and the obligations stemming from them to continuing voluntary alignment with EU rules.
In our view, this would most likely include areas such as chemicals, product standards for electronics and
consumer products, vehicles and aerospace, and veterinary medicines. For instance, there are no obvious
economic reasons why the UK government should not recognise CE-marked products from the EU and
align with relevant EU regulations to revert to the CE regime across the whole of the UK. There could be
other areas in which it may be important for the UK to preserve regulatory autonomy, for example, in
order to protect public interest. This might include medicines and medical devices. Decisions over
voluntary alignment should be based on an informed cost-benefit assessment for businesses and the
levels of protection required for regulatory purposes.

A commitment to voluntary alignment might, in turn, unlock an agreement with the EU on mutual
recognition of conformity assessments. This would vastly simplify regulatory requirements for businesses
in the sectors covered by this arrangement and reduce future costs of regulatory divergence. However,
managing an arrangement like this would require a clear and coherent domestic regulatory strategy and
new legislation to provide continuity with aspects of EU law that are relevant to the UK.

Additionally, the UK should also seek to restore cooperation with the relevant EU regulatory agencies in
the highly regulated goods sectors and find a more active form of cooperation, for example through an
observer status, with the European Chemicals Agency, the European Medicines Agency and the
European Aviation Safety Authority.

TTrade in agri-food based on a rrade in agri-food based on a regulatoregulatory-equivalence agry-equivalence agreemeneement.t.

One of the biggest sources of trade friction arises with products of animal and plant origin, which are
typically more highly regulated than manufactured goods. The absence of meaningful provisions on SPS
in the TCA means that products of animal and plant origin are subject to health inspections at the border
and onerous requirements behind the border. As is the case with manufactured goods, it is impossible to
eliminate all costs without being a member of the single market. However, regulatory requirements could
be reduced with meaningful mutually agreed commitments.

We suggest the priority should be to agree a comprehensive regulatory-equivalence arrangement
covering the whole of the UK, including Northern Ireland. Agreeing equivalence allows both sides to
mutually recognise regulations within their scope to be equivalent in their objectives and/or in their
outcomes and would therefore create reduced requirements when those goods are traded and placed on
the market in either the UK or EU. The criteria for determining equivalence differ in practice.
Depending on the scope of such an arrangement, it is highly likely the EU will ask for dynamic alignment
with relevant EU laws and appropriate governance structures to ensure compliance, including with a role
for the Court of Justice of the EU.
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The exact nature of this arrangement should be subject to technical negotiations. Agreeing equivalence
based on the form of continued alignment would eliminate most costs for UK businesses selling those
particular goods into the single market, as well as for EU businesses selling them into the UK. As we
noted above, it would also resolve most challenges with movement of goods under the Northern Ireland
protocol. Equivalence is a standard provision in international trade and has been used by the EU in some

of its agreements as well as by the UK in its recent free-trade agreement with Australia. 20

It is worth noting that the UK government had previously sought to agree equivalence with the EU, but

this proved unsuccessful during negotiations on the TCA. 21 The reason was, at least partly, the
incoherence of the UK government’s position as it had sought to agree equivalence of regulatory
outcomes while simultaneously seeking to diverge its regulatory model from EU food standards. A
workable equivalence arrangement goes hand in hand with a future legally binding commitment on
maintaining high domestic standards, and a governance arrangement to ensure that equivalence can be
maintained over time and reassessed when circumstances of the exporting party change.

TTrade in serrade in services, to include mutual rvices, to include mutual recognition of precognition of professional qualifications and rofessional qualifications and regulatoregulatoryy
cooperation on financial sercooperation on financial services.vices.

On services, there are opportunities for the UK to agree to more ambitious arrangements by addressing
the lack of binding mutual recognition of professional qualifications as well as the weak mobility
provisions for professionals in services sectors. The UK should seek to find a more binding treaty-based
framework for mutual recognition of qualifications, covering professions such as lawyers, accountants
and architects.

Currently the TCA does little to secure market access in services. As is common with other trade deals
covering services, the agreement prohibits basic restrictions, such as economic-needs tests for investors,
but it does not secure cross-border rights to provide services or the freedom of establishment as was the
case when the UK was part of the single market. These more restrictive arrangements are particularly
hitting firms that provide cross-border services in sectors such as financial or regulated business services,
including lawyers and accountants. The EU offered the UK access to its services market, roughly
equivalent to that of Canada’s, which means that for firms in some of the regulated-services sectors, the
TCA is almost indistinguishable from having left the EU with “no deal”.

Across financial services, the UK notably lacks “equivalence” decisions commonly granted by the EU to
other third countries or jurisdictions that have large financial services sectors – by comparison, 22

equivalence decisions to the United States, 16 to Singapore and 14 to Switzerland. 22 The TCA has a
provision for future agreements on the mutual recognition of professional qualifications with specific
member states, but the process is optional, piecemeal and unlikely to deliver immediate results.
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There are also opportunities to formalise regulatory cooperation in services, particularly in financial
services. The TCA includes extremely limited provisions on cross-border regulation in financial services.
Regulatory and supervisory cooperation could be institutionalised in more permanent mechanisms that
would involve consultation, cooperation and aspects of shared oversight, with clearer and defined
protocols for dispute resolution at both the regulatory and government levels. Understandaby, both the
EU and UK will want to maintain regulatory autonomy, but both sides would ultimately benefit and this
should not prevent them from developing a clearer mutual framework or a collaborative approach to
managing cross-border risks and financial regulation.

MMobilityobility, with new arrangemen, with new arrangements for workts for workers and young people.ers and young people.

Mobility is critical to providing services across borders, particularly for the UK. The country is a net
exporter of services and it benefits from its professionals in the services sector being able to move easily
to the EU27 countries, as well as from importing workers for specific parts of its economy.

The post-Brexit mobility arrangements represent a major change in the UK’s trading relationship with
the EU. Free movement of people ended with Brexit. Additionally, the TCA provides only a limited
regime for the movement of people, allowing short-term business travel to the EU for a total of 90 days
in any six-month period, although this is subject to a multitude of national restrictions and exceptions.
Nor does the TCA make any provisions for visa-free travel, merely allowing short-term, visa-free visits
based on the domestic regimes of countries.

Building on the package of confidence-building measures, the priority should be to develop a new
mobility framework to enable UK and EU citizens to continue to travel to each other’s territories and for
business professionals to provide services. The UK and EU should also develop new arrangements for
young people seeking seasonal work experience as well as for professional-services providers that rely on
agency workers. Finally, there is a need to improve rights for family members.

DDigital trade to be stabilised and follow a trigital trade to be stabilised and follow a treaty-based appreaty-based approach.oach.

The TCA contains a digital-trade chapter that provides extensive liberalisation beyond comparable free-
trade agreements. However, the most important aspect of digital trade – the cross-border exchange of
data – is not included in the TCA. Personal-data transfers from the EU to third countries are governed
by a unilateral “adequacy” decision confirming that a third country provides a comparable level of data
protection to that enshrined in EU law. This allows for cross-border transfers of personal data without
additional safeguards. The UK has been granted a temporary data-adequacy decision by the EU, which is
expected to last until June 2025 at the least. The European Commission will review this decision in 2024
and decide whether it should be extended for another four years.

The problem with the current arrangement is its lack of stability. If the political relationship with the EU
were to deteriorate further, data adequacy could be removed by the EU, creating enormous problems
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for businesses. Furthermore, since data policy is an evolving area within the EU and globally, the
increasing divergence between the UK, EU and US on data flows could give rise to new policy dilemmas.
The UK should therefore seek a new agreement with the EU that builds on standard adequacy, but which
would provide a more stable and treaty-based approach providing greater certainty and stability to
businesses.

8. D8. Develop a Nevelop a New Sew Security Pecurity Partnership to Aartnership to Advance Cdvance Cooperation on Laooperation on Law Ew Ennforforcemencement, Ct, Criminal Jriminal Justiceustice
and Wand Wider Iider Issuesssues

Beyond trade, it is important for the UK to restore a closer security partnership with the EU.

Arrangements in the TCA maintain some level of cooperation – across data-sharing, and policing and
judicial cooperation – and include a new extradition agreement that takes the place of the European
arrest warrant. The two sides also continue sharing passenger-name record data while the UK has access
to EU databases covering fingerprints, DNA and criminal records. All these play an important part in the
relationship between UK law-enforcement agencies and their European counterparts.

Despite this continuing cooperation on law enforcement and security, the UK has significantly reduced
access to EU security databases, particularly the second-generation Schengen Information System (SIS
II), which provides access to real-time data on persons and objects of interest, including wanted and
missing persons. Another problem is the degree of instability in the current arrangements because
aspects of cooperation could be suspended by either side. Finally, there is a wider problem arising from
the lack of provisions covering civil judicial cooperation because the UK no longer participates in the
Lugano Convention.

There are strong reasons why the future government should improve these arrangements – not least to
protect operational capabilities that keep people safe and to find a more stable basis for ongoing
cooperation. The priority should be to advance practical cooperation to facilitate the swift conviction of
criminals, and to share real-time information on criminals, missing persons and suspected terrorists.
These arrangements would likely require the UK rejoining some of the EU’s security databases, such as
SIS II, and affiliating more formally with European agencies, such as Europol and Eurojust. However, the
UK government could offer that these arrangements be underpinned by robust safeguards, data
protection and governance.

The UK also needs to build a common “whole-of-route” approach to tackling the causes of illegal
migration and managing asylum seekers. The objective should be to agree a legal framework that would
allow the UK to return asylum seekers to safe transit countries and to reinforce enforcement against
traffickers.

Above all else, it is important this new security partnership is dynamic and evolves in response to
emerging threats and technological change. This should include mechanisms for the UK and EU to
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engage in a common assessment on the shared security context, and for the UK to be prepared to
cooperate on future versions of EU security tools and engage in strategic dialogue with the EU on new
policy.

9. B9. Build a Suild a Strategic Ptrategic Pillar to Aillar to Advance Cdvance Cooperation in Aooperation in Arreas of Seas of Sharhared Ied Innterterestest

The UK and EU share global values and interests, with the Russian invasion of Ukraine showing the
importance of close cooperation between two close partners. However, the present arrangements
sparsely cover bilateral cooperation in areas of shared interests. At present, it takes place on an ad-hoc
and largely informal basis. Across areas where the UK and EU have shared interests, there are few formal
mechanisms allowing for the exchange of information, and the coordination of policies and operational
capabilities. The TCA is very unusual in this respect; for example, the EU has more enhanced partnership
agreements with countries such as Australia and New Zealand. It is in the interest of both sides to build
up enhanced cooperation in areas of shared interest.

The final priority should therefore be to build a new strategic pillar within the revised TCA, which allows
the UK and EU to advance bilateral cooperation in areas of shared interests. There are two elements to
this objective: one is developing new methods of engagement and cooperation that allow the two sides to
advance the shared agenda; the other is being strategic about the areas in which there is mutual interest
in enhancing cooperation.

With respect to the forms of engagement, it is clear that the strategic pillar would require more
enhanced forms of institutional cooperation, including:

• A strategic forumA strategic forum. The UK should propose the development of a new strategic pillar within the
revised TCA, which would become a political-level strategic forum for the UK and the EU’s 27
political leaders. The purposes of the forum would not be to deal with the implementation issues of
the agreement, but to advance “positive agendas” between the two sides to enhance their position
in the world.

• MMechanisms for consultation and rechanisms for consultation and regular dialogue.egular dialogue. The political level should be complemented with
mechanisms for more formalised cooperation and regular dialogue across individuals pillars of
cooperation.

In addition, the UK and the EU should agree to develop more policy dialogue in the following areas:

• FFororeign policy and sanctions.eign policy and sanctions. The UK and EU should develop new arrangements for coordination
on foreign-policy issues. This should include a consultation mechanism across all aspects of foreign
policy, with regular dialogue between officials and the informal participation of the UK in EU
discussions where there would be mutual benefits; information exchange and joint-intelligence
sharing through established channels; and a mechanism for coordination of sanctions as well as a
joint taskforce to prevent sanctions evasion.
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• EExternal security and defence.xternal security and defence. There is a strong case for the creation of new arrangements that
would develop joint capabilities with the EU by offering the UK’s significant intelligence, expertise
and assets, while combining efforts in areas of joint interest and promoting common European
values. This should include new arrangements for operational effectiveness and interoperability of
the UK’s and EU member states’ militaries; enabling cooperation on civilian and military-crisis-
management operations; and agreeing more formalised involvement in the EU’s Permanent
Structured Cooperation (PESCO), which builds on a recent agreement between the UK and EU on

military mobility. 23 There are wider issues, such as cybersecurity, dialogue on counterterrorism and
violent extremism, and health security where the two sides would benefit from closer cooperation.

• DDevelopmenevelopment and humanitarian aid.t and humanitarian aid. As two important global actors, the UK and EU should have a
regulatory information-exchange mechanism while seeking opportunities to pool resources to
maximise their impact when it comes to development assistance and humanitarian aid.

• SScience and innovation.cience and innovation. Both sides should seek to agree the UK’s association with the Horizon
Europe research programme as well as other EU-wide ones, such as the Euratom Research and
Training Programme, in return for the UK’s ongoing financial contribution to these programmes.
There are further opportunities to develop joint-research programmes and partnerships in areas of
strategic importance, including health security, to coordinate policies and agencies, and develop
regular dialogue between research and science funders on both sides.

• CCrross-boross-border rder regulation of technologyegulation of technology.. There are opportunities for the two sides to enhance their
regulatory cooperation on wide-ranging issues such as technological standards, data governance,
misuse of technology and competition-related questions.
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In its current form, the post-Brexit relationship with the EU is not working. Practical and structural
problems with the agreements negotiated by the Johnson government – not only the Northern Ireland
Protocol, but also the post-Brexit TCA – mean that any future government will come under substantial
pressure both from the business community and public to confront these challenges and fix them.

At the same time, it is becoming clear that the public’s views about the consequences of Brexit are
beginning to shift, with a growing majority of voters recognising the real-life challenges that are affecting
their lives and the country as a whole. As a consequence, support for the current Brexit deal is waning
while the appetite for practical improvements is increasing.

These may not be tectonic shifts in the Brexit debate, but they reveal that the room for the ideology that
has dominated the debate since the 2016 referendum is dwindling. Instead, there is now growing political
space for pragmatism that can define the new terms of the debate and develop a new vision for the type
of constructive relationship that the UK desperately needs with the EU – and which is, ultimately, in the
interest of both sides.

This paper has outlined one approach to improving the relationship with the EU that any future UK
government could take.

The reality is, however, that asking the EU nicely for a better relationship won’t suffice. The EU
ultimately has its own set of interests and will agree only to substantial improvements when there is
convincing rationale to do so. What the future government therefore needs is a considered plan for what
it can offer to the other side and how to approach the task at hand.

This paper presents a sequenced package of solutions that begins with the future government investing
political capital into repairing trust with Brussels and other EU capitals; then taking both the UK public
and business community along by being clearer on the UK’s internal approach to engaging with Europe
through its domestic-policy choices; and culminating in efforts to revisit aspects of the post-Brexit
agreements that are not functioning well or are not in the UK’s interests.

What we show in the end is that fixing Brexit requires a carefully calibrated policy strategy. Any future
government will have to confront the unresolved questions of Brexit whether it likes or it not. But only a
government that is prepared for this task with a plan in hand will succeed in finding a new steady footing
with the EU and, ultimately, in moving the country forward.

Conclusion
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